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Mexican food, also known as Hispanic food, occupies an important place in

the food choices for Americans. From cheap and quick eats like burritos and

enchiladas, Mexican cuisine has progressed to the realm of fine dining where

customers don’t mind paying top dollar for quality servings that are prepared

like an art form! 

In this blog post, we compile a list of top Mexican Food Restaurants in the

city if Chicago. 
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ANTIQUE TACO: IT NEVER GETS OLD 

Antique Taco never gets old. Foodies simply love shrimp tacos, corn

chips, guacamole and tortillas. Their tacos are unique and their

flavors are mesmerizing. They also have an impressive range of

Mexican drinks (especially beer) to choose from. Also, two different

seasonal margaritas are available. Some more popular dishes are

Tempura fish tacos, Carnita tacos and fried chicken burritos. If you

are short on time and looking to grab a quick bite, then this is the

no-fuss place you will love. 



MEXIQUE: THE MICHELIN STAR 

Mexique is the brainchild of Carlos Gaytan, the first Mexican chef to earn

a ‘Michelin Star’. The cuisine here combines Mexican and French flavors.

Some of the favorite dishes here are: ‘Chicken Waffles’, which is a

combination of rosemary waffle, fried chicken breast, braised leeks

peppercorn, Piloncillo glaze and Brussel sprouts; ‘Chipotle Shredded

Chicken’, which is a delightful taco that comes filled with purple pickled

onion and crème fraiche; ‘Shrimp Stuffed Crepes’, which offers an

awesome combination of scrambled eggs, shrimp, leeks, fennel, Pico de

Gallo, avocado, corn porridge and potatoes. 



Renowned for its fresh tortillas and tender pork, the Xoco is a

good place to enjoy quick meals at reasonable prices. It offers a

good variety for breakfast as well as classic Mexican hot

chocolate. One of the most appealing items on their menu is the

‘Ahogada’, which is a pork carnitas sandwich with black beans

and pickled onions. The delicacy comes submerged in a tomato-

arbol chilly broth!  

XOCO: KING OF TORTILLAS 



Ricky Bayless, the renowned expert on authentic Mexican

cuisine, is at the helm of this restaurant. They boast of handmade

tortillas featuring organic corn that come all the way from

Mexico! Other soul-satisfying features are their supposedly

antibiotic-free and pasture-raised pork, chicken, rabbit, duck and

turkey. Starting with a generous selection of wines and cocktails,

their appetizers, starters and sides will leave you spoilt for

choice. Some of the popular dishes here are duck tacos, wild

mushroom empanadas and cauliflower-with-mole. 

FRONTERA GRILL: GO ORGANIC 



Diners love the ambiance of this venue because it is upbeat,

welcoming and buzzing with dozens of excited guests at almost

any time of the day. The service is fast, the atmosphere is lively

and the food is absolutely amazing. You will get tortillas, salsas

and delicious surprises. The favorites here are: shrimp tacos,

grilled chicken tacos, frijoles charros, arrachera, shrimp skewers

and queso flameado. Another good part is that it’s a BYOB

restaurant, so you can carry in your own favorite bottle, too!  

CANTON REGIO: SPARKING A BUZZ 


